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Thank you for finding out about Benjamin Rush Institute and meeting the student
leaders on the OSU College of Medicine. We're excited to get to know you!
Through the event sign up sheet, and by other requests, we've added your name and
email address to our newsletter database. We send out 2 - 4 email newsletters
monthly to our general membership, and a few more in addition to those, exclusively to
our student leader body. We hope that you'll be interested in the various timely topics
we cover, and you can unsubscribe any time.

BRI Student Membership Benefits
Becoming a BRI student member is easy and opens
doors to certain benefits:
Networking with other like-minded students,
professors, speakers, doctors and healthcare
professionals
The chance to attend coveted healthcare policy conferences on exclusive
BRI student scholarships
Letters of recommendation & support when applying to selective
internships at highly regarded national think tanks and policy institutes
The option to contribute and be recognized for white papers and blog
posts highlighted on BRI's website and in social media
Personal development through organizing events with your chapter
team, interacting with nationally renowned speakers, doctors and

healthcare professionals
Unique BRI lapel pin to show your support
BRI Chapter Officers: First consideration to attend the annual BRILeadership Conference, held in a major US city in the spring

Attending BRI events and being involved with your campus BRI Chapter does not
require membership, but is encouraged. Memberships run August-to-August to
streamline bookkeeping and to coincide with the typical academic calendar. We
welcome your participation. All new memberships will be valid through August, 2016.

For about $2 a month, it's easy to become a
BRI Student Member.
Join today
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

What do BRI Student Leaders have to say?
If you'd like to get a sense of what some of our
outstanding student leaders and participants
accomplished last year, please watch this
video of their presentations, delivered at the
March 2015 BRI-Leadership Conference in
Washington, DC. There are also many other
videos on our website highlighting healthcare
policy talks at The Heritage Foundation, and more!
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